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About This Game

Try to imagine what it means to be crushed, flattened, smeared on the asphalt!
Break up your cars and enemies cars. Crash, crumble and blow up all sorts of obstacles and barriers.

Dead loops, trampolines and much more await you in the Car Crash Online!
Take a break from the routine and immerse yourself with total peace of fun, destruction and utter mayhem.

Features:
-Excellent Graphics

-Realistic Physics collisions and destruction
-A Large variety of tricks from the simplest to the most complex

-High Speed and an unforgettable drive
-Multiplayer

-Up to 20 Bots!
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This game is quite buggy. Ever so often you are offered a mission to earn some "pounds" by way of missions. They spawn
randomly and you can either decline them, as I would recommend, or accept them. If you accept the mission, you are given a
short time frame. Far too short. Some missions didn't state a time frame, but failed me as I was trying to prepare for the
mission.

The missions do not take in account that you are probably doing other things with your boats. I had a boat that just bought some
goods from India and was on it's way back to the port. The mission was for me to buy a large amount of goods that could be
found in Africa, so I accepted. The mission gave me one year to do this mission. By the time my boat had arrived back in port to
unload the goods from India my mission had failed.

I couldn't unload the items from India to any location because I would have lost money. It's very limiting.

The game requires you to have your boat stop at ports, but allows ports to be taken over. This prevents you from using the ports
to move your ships, less they take damage.

I find it weird that everyone uses, "Pounds" as currency. I played as the Holy Roman Empire and I doubt they used the British
pound, although I could be mistaken. This seems like a mis chance of having a bit more complex system of currency.

The game is rather easy. When buying goods at home, you can nearly always sell them for a decent price in Africa, or a
outstanding price in India. The opposite is true. In Africa most of the goods can be sold for a decent price in home port. India's
goods are sold at extreme profits in home port. The game even tells you how much you would profit if you bought a good
outside of home port and sold it back to home port.

This causes the game to be just, Buy stuff at home port, and sell them in India, allowing you to buy items in India and selling
them at home port. Back and forth, ever so slowly. The game plays so slow. It gives you five times speeds. 0.5 Watching grass
grow. 1 Lord of the Rings trilogy marathon. 2 A trip to the amusement park. 3 The time it took you to walk to the mall. And
number 4 Why isn't this speed the first number?

The battles are worse. The ships move so slowly as well. I had been heading towards a small island desperately holding the d key
to turn the ship. Instead it slowly turned enough to still ram into the island, which caused damage to the ship and it sunk. Let's
just say I wouldn't want to captain these ships.

I understand that ships are realistically slow, but I am playing a video game. I want it to be exciting. A bit daring. I don't want to
be slowly firing my slow recharge cannons, notice that I am headed towards danger and spend a good minute trying to turn the
boat without success.
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I just want to have fun.

With a repetitive game play, and just an over all slow clucky feel. I would not recommend this game.. This is boring game, with
bad controls, annoying music and stiff attack.. This review is for Train Simulator's Colton & Northern Add- On. (You won't see
an image to the left, nor will you see the hours I've played.)

A lot of heart went into the creation of this Add-On. The map layout is fantastic. It is as if you were suddenly transported from
the real world into a living, breathing N scale train set. The towns depicted in this scenario will seem familiar to anybody who
grew up or lives in the Midwest. The ambiance with its rivers, bridges, and ridges will make you glad you own Train Simulator,
but much of it seems half baked. There are too many buildings that are simply cut and paste clones. It's like watching an old The
Flinstones episode and watching Fred and Barney drive by the same backdrop.

The scenarios are interesting, but two of them are just broken. I tried them multiple times, no joy. The fact that I'm an OCD
completionist bothers me, but alas, it doesn't involve Steam achievements.

The scenarios that do work, however, are remarkable. You'll feel as if you accomplished a day's work. I'm recommending this,
especially if you can find it for el cheapo via a Steam summer\/winter sale.. average game at best. tennis is decent, probably the
best simulator on the market atm. bare minimum in terms of content and customisation but still decent physics apart from
exaggerated spin and an AI that can barely return anything. table tennis however is a different story despite what the arrogant
developers think. Touted as the most realistic simulator, it is however the complete opposite. an overly arcadey, unrealistic glorified
pong that also gives you nothing in terms of customisation or content. coupled with the inability to reposition yourself in game and a
ball that seems to stay on the table no matter how you hit it even when fun mode is turned off. dont even think about mentioning
any of these flaws on the discussion though as the developers apparently cant handle honest criticism despite being critical of other
games like paddle up & eleven (which are far better games\/simulators) themselves. also seems like nothing is in the works in terms
of updates. in short: not worth $20. if youre looking for a realistic table tennis simulator, get eleven. if youre looking for a decent
tennis simulator and dont care about money or an abandoned featureless game, sure, get this.. Pretty Dope game. It could
definantely use some improvements, but it is good and a solid base for further updates. The idea of a FPS Immune system is just so
fascinating.. The Lead track is very much what you would play voice\/guitar; intro picking and some strumming. I love the tone, it
makes my Epiphone SG sound like an acoustic guitar. The Rhythm track adds some of the texture you hear on the recording. The
Bass track is fun to play and is fast paced in some parts.
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The game isn't super bad ... it's just ... don't waste your time or money on this game.

The major problems for me with this game are as listed below:
1. Very bad English translation
-The whole game is basically text focused, the "comments" and descriptions on everything reads as if the game was made in
another language and all the text was just thrown into google translator, so it's just really bad...
2. The gameplay
-The gameplay consists of buying new games and stuff to use while streaming\/making videos, I'm not sure what you do when
creating videos but when you stream the game is basically just a rhythm game without rhythm, the buttons you need to press
come down a grid and when the line matches up you click it, as simple and boring as that.

So as mentioned above this basically makes the game an incoherent boring mess, oh and the devs have long since abandoned the
game as the last update came out the 25th of November 2016... As such, I rate this game a 1.5\/5 ... woooh. Although the game
tends to be a bit of a grindfest in a horde-type story, the game can get extremely difficult. At the beginning it allows you to
recognize what the game is and how it is played, gathering items and learning some of the "adventurers". Later on in chapters,
new enemies with additional abilities come out to play, in which you must put your skill to the test for what you have been doing
before, it worthless. Nice change of pace and inspired by the game Risk of Rain, another great game I recommend.. I can see
why there is a give away of 15,000 games of this in a group I just left. Terrible Game. Jumping mechanics are so broken and the
narrator speaks terribly. R.I.P. Ear drums. I guess I'm going to be the first to deviate from all the negative reviews for this
interesting title.

In short I'd recommend this game to anyone that's looking for a flight arcade title set during the beautiful backdrops of the
Vietnam War. I give a lot of credit towards the developers with the wide range of assorted aircraft during the 60's/70's. The
soundtrack is good or unique in a sense ,yet after a couple missions they get really beaten to death since they wrote original
songs for this game with some range of genres too. I'll be honest by saying that the story isn't interesting at all even though I'm
not that far into the game. Some other things that bother me with what the developers did was mainly the grid they put into each
of the combat airspaces giving you only so much room to fly yet it's not all that bad, but it takes away from "some" of the
immersion. Graphically this game is beautiful despite all the nay-sayers are saying how this seems dated which on the ground it
does but its really gorgeous up in the skies of vietnam while you're chasing screaming Migs.

Another small thing that bothers me too is during helicopter gameplay your seated in the Co-Pilot seat of lets say the Hueys and
Chinooks when in reality they should of had you sitting in the actual pilot seat.

These are just some of the things that popped at me with my short time of playing this but I'm going to enjoy it nonetheless.

If you are on the fence about picking this title up my best advice is to wait for it to be on sale instead of paying full price since
you don't have too much to loose.. Worth it, Need Moar !. It's one of those game that can be pretty fun to play, but it's also a
indie multiplayer game with a community that will die eventually. Luckily, it seems they're holding their playerbase pretty well..
If you have Rugby Challenge 2 this is worth the upgrade. You get to play 7s, no more miscalculations on bonus points in
competition play, overall the play is much the same though the AI is not as dumb as RC2 (though it is still not perfect). A great
video of a try scored in the game might be a better indication of how it plays however: https://youtu.be/PX-wZvyorNI. This is
barely playable, not sure qualifies as a tower defense game. It's just poorly animated puzzles with traps. if it was $2 or less I
might give this a pass but $8 is too high considering other indie games at that price. DON'T buy it here, buy it in the game. it
doesn't show up if you buy here
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